New Fiction Highlights...

**Nightingale**
by Kristin Hannah

“An epic love story and family drama set at the dawn of World War II.”

**Amherst**
by William Nicholson

“From an Oscar-nominated screenwriter and the author of Motherland, a novel about two love affairs set in Amherst—one in the present, one in the past, and both presided over by Emily Dickinson.”

**A Spool of Blue Thread**
by Anne Tyler

“Brimming with all the insight, humor, and generosity of spirit that are the hallmarks of Anne Tyler’s work, *A Spool of Blue Thread* tells a poignant yet unsentimental story in praise of family in all its emotional complexity”

More New Fiction...

- The Alphabet House - Jussi Adler-Olsen
- Mightier than the Sword - Jeffrey Archer
- The Lies That Bind - Maggie Barbieri
- There’s Something I Want You to Do - Charles Baxter
- Death of a Liar - M.C. Beaton
- Twelve Days - Alex Berenson
- A Woman Unknown - Frances Brody
- Into the Savage Country - Shannon Burke
- Empire Rising - Rick Campbell
- One Wish - Robyn Carr
- Empire - John Connolly
- Darned If You Do - Monica Ferris
- Double Fudge Brownie Murder - Joanne Fluke
- The Siege Winter - Ariana Franklin
- Robert Ludlum’s the Geneva Strategy - Jamie Freveletti
- Crash & Burn - Lisa Gardner
- Last Days of the Condor - James Grady
- We Are Pirates - Daniel Handler
- The Secrets of Midwives - Sally Hepworth
- Nobody Walks - Mick Herron
- Funny Girl - Nick Hornby
- Obsession in Death - J.D. Robb
- Doctor Death - Lene Kaaberbol
- Motive - Jonathan Kellerman
- Shame and the Captives - Thomas Keneally
- Dreaming Spies - Laurie R. King
- Lucky Alan - Jonathan Lethem
- Hush Hush - Laura Lippman
- Miracle at the Higher Grounds Cafe - Max Lucado
- The Girls of Mischief Bay - Susan Mallery
- The Hunger of the Wolf - Stephen Marche
- Monday’s Lie - Jamie Mason
- The Chessmen - Peter May
- Satin Island - Tom McCarthy
- Dorothy Parker Drank Here - Ellen Meister
- In Plain Sight - Fern Michaels
- The Cat, the Devil, and the Last Escape - Shirley Rousseau Murphy
- Blood Infernal - James Rollins
- Long Way Down - Michael Sears
- The Outsiders - Gerald Seymour
- Bertie’s Guide to Life and Mothers - Alexander McCall Smith
- The First Wife - Erica Spindler
- Prodigal Son - Danielle Steel
- The Kind Worth Killing - Peter Swanson
- Blue Stars - Emily Tedrowe
- The American Lover - Rose Tremain
- The Banks Sisters - Nikki Turner
- The Beige Man - Helene Tursten
- Crazy Love You - Lisa Unger
- The Marriage Game - Alison Weir

Author Spotlight: Neil Gaiman

This internationally famous writer specializes in highly imaginative fantasy and science fiction. Some of his most popular titles are:

- **American Gods**
- **Coraline**
- **Fragile Things: Short Fictions & Wonders**
- **Neverwhere**
- **The Ocean at the End of the Lane**
- **Smoke and Mirrors: Short Fictions & Illusions**
- **Stardust**

**Trigger Warning**, his new collection of short fiction, “pierces the veil of reality to reveal the enigmatic, shadowy world that lies beneath” and includes a Dr. Who story and a new *American Gods* tale.

For more on the author, you can visit www.neilgaiman.com

Looking for Nonfiction?

Please see the back page.
New Nonfiction Highlights

Ten Million Aliens by Simon Barnes
“This fascinating scientific foray into the animal kingdom examines how the world’s creatures-weird, wonderful, and everything in between - are inextricably linked.”

Mind Change by Susan Greenfield
“A warning cry, a shot across the bow, and a call to action, Mind Change explores the social, cultural and physiological ramifications of our new digital lifestyle.”

The Sound of Music Story by Tom Santopietro
“Tom Santopietro has written the ultimate Sound of Music fan book with all the inside dope from behind the scenes stories of the filming in Austria and Hollywood to new interviews with Johannes von Trapp and others.”

More New Nonfiction …

P53 - Sue Armstrong
Believer - David Axelrod
Words Onscreen - Naomi S. Baron
This Idea Must Die - John Brockman
The Man Who Touched His Own Heart - Rob Dunn
A Kim Jong-II Production - Paul Fischer
Lincoln’s Body - Richard Fox
Finding Jesus - David Gibson and Michael McKinley
Future Crimes - Marc Goodman
Discontent and Its Civilizations - Mohsin Hamid
Sapiens - Yuval Harari
The Food Babe Way - Vani Hari
Stevie Nicks - Zoe Howe
The Selected Letters of Langston Hughes - Langston Hughes
Lusitania - Greg King
Opposite of Spoiled - Ron Lieber
A Rough Ride to the Future - James Lovelock
Lincoln’s Greatest Case - Brian McGinty
Washington’s Revolution - Robert Middlekauff
God’s Bankers - Gerald Posner
Vitamania - Catherine Price
Misadventures of an Awkward Black Girl - Issa Rae

Nonfiction Author Spotlight: David O. Stewart
This constitutional lawyer has written several nonfiction books on key figures in American history:
American Emperor: Aaron Burr’s Challenge to Jefferson’s America
Impeached: The Trial of President Andrew Johnson and the Fight for Lincoln’s Legacy
The Summer of 1787: The Men Who Invented the Constitution
He is also the author of a historical fiction / mystery: The Lincoln Deception.
Stewart’s latest book is Madison’s Gift: Five Partnerships that Built America
You can learn more about the author at: www.davidostewart.com

More Free Services for Readers…

Beyond the Bestsellers www.thrall.org/BTB
Go beyond bestseller lists and discover new and interesting books and authors through our quarterly guide (available both online and in print at the library).
Booklovers Guide - www.thrall.org/booklovers
Browse book lists, websites for readers, and more!
eBooks / eAudioBooks www.thrall.org/ebooks
You can freely download electronic books at home!
Literature & Poetry Guides - thrall.org/literature and thrall.org/poetry Enjoy classic and contemporary writers and poets and more! Also explore our vast literary criticism collections online (www.thrall.org/litcrit).
Novelist Plus - www.thrall.org/novelist
Find books/authors based on the ones you already know and enjoy. Also try out Novelist K-8 for kids!

RAVES! for Readers - www.thrall.org/raves
Discover books and authors, suggest titles to other readers, and comment on books. Also check if a book is available in the library catalog, find “readalikes” in Novelist, and add interesting titles to your GoodReads lists.
Reader’s Advisory Center
Visit our Reference Department to explore printed guides to help you locate books and authors you might enjoy reading. Free bookmarks are also available!
Reading Plans - www.thrall.org/readingplan
Tell us what you like to read, and we will prepare for you a free reading plan complete with suggestions!
Virtual Reference Library - www.thrall.org/vrl
Explore our online collection of reference works and encyclopedias. Topics include art, history, culture, religion, science, social issues, technology, and many others.